Caution: Not recommended for use on pedestal set applications that encounter heavy foot traffic (doorways, elevator or escalator entrances/exits, etc.).

Please Note: Sizes shown are nominal. Products are made to fit metric modules.
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11.3.20
HANOVER® DRAINAGE PAVER

23 1/2" x 23 1/2" Paver with slots

Caution: Not recommended for use on pedestal set applications that encounter heavy foot traffic (doorways, elevator or escalator entrances/exits, etc.).

Please Note: Sizes shown are nominal. Products are made to fit metric modules.
HANOVER® DRAINAGE PAVER

11\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 23\(\frac{1}{2}\)" Paver with slots

Caution: Not recommended for use on pedestal set applications that encounter heavy foot traffic (doorways, elevator or escalator entrances/exits, etc.).

Please Note: Sizes shown are nominal. Products are made to fit metric modules.
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